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**Background**
Coding medicinal product information from an adverse event (AE) report into standardised terminologies, such as WHODrug Global, is a time-consuming activity during case processing, which has great potential for automation.

**Aim**
Evaluate the drug coding performance of WHODrug Koda on adverse event reports from VigiBase, the World Health Organization’s global database of suspected adverse reactions to medicinal products, in terms of level of automation and coding quality.

**Methods**
- **Evaluation data:** 4.8 million drug instances found on AE reports in VigiBase, received in 2020.
- **Baseline:** exact match between the verbatim and a drug name in WHODrug.
- **Coding quality:** evaluated by comparing Koda selected and suggested drug codes to the gold standard.
- **Two samples of 200 agreeing and disagreeing codings, one per Koda confidence level were manually assessed by two teams to judge the coding quality.

**WHODrug Koda**
- One of the first intelligent drug coding engines.
- Can process drug information in raw format as presented on an AE report.
- Uses coding rules and machine learning to select drug names in WHODrug Global.
- Koda can select a drug name with high certainty, suggest a set of drug names to choose from or leave the entry uncoded, when human expertise is required.
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**Results**
- Koda can automatically code large proportions of drugs (89%), including ambiguous drug names.
- Designed to only code when confident, Koda can identify challenging cases and leave these for manual coding, while making helpful suggestions for a large proportion of inputs.
- Koda’s high-certainty predictions and suggested encodings have a high quality.

**Conclusion**
Originally developed for the use in clinical trials, Koda reaches equally good performance on adverse event reports. Koda can thus be a valuable tool for increasing drug-coding efficiency in the post-marketing context.

**On average the two teams found 92.5% of Koda’s encodings at least as good as the gold standard in the sample.**

**On average the two teams found 49.3% of Koda’s suggestions included a coding at least as good as the gold standard in the sample.**
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